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16 Build a Custom Weather Gauge
This fun, elegant, and useful project pulls data from the Internet so a series of useful displays can show all kinds of cool info in real time from your mantel or bookshelf!

By John Buckner

26 Basic Biological Signal Monitoring with a Translational Reality Twist
Build this inexpensive Arduino based heart rate monitor that you can use as an experimental platform to understand the basics of biological monitoring. As a bonus, also learn how to use a translational reality interface to create an Orwellian PID controller.

By Bryan Bergeron

32 Climbing the Learning Curve
Get Digital and Analog Data from Your PIC to Your Cell Phone Using Bluetooth.
This informative step-by-step guide gets you cell phone connected via Bluetooth LE to your PIC16F1619, allowing you to control digital inputs and outputs, as well as an analog sensor.

By Jerry Baumeister

06 Do You Know Your Acronyms?
All the acronyms in this final quiz of 2017 are related to electronics in some way. They are typical, but variations can also be found, so don't get overconfident on the easy ones!

By David Goodsell

48 Near Space
Approaching the Final Frontier
Total Solar Eclipse Near Space Flight Results
I was able to do a near space balloon launch during the recent solar eclipse, and was able to collect data from high-res photos, photos in near infrared (NIR), and thermal images. Plus, I had one of the most challenging payload recoveries to-date.

54 The Design Cycle
Advanced Techniques for Design Engineers
Go ARM in ARM with Hardware and Firmware
We're going to assemble some ARM hardware and write some ARM code. The ARM hardware featured is the STM32F030R8 development board coupled with a Tiva Industries perfboard.
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